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The Book: Judges 
 

Prayer 

 

Review of Genesis – Joshua 

Chuck’s favorite verse: 24:15 choose who you will serve 

Judges is the story of what happens when a nation chooses not to serve God. 

 

PPT Outline: 

Chapters 1 and 2 : Overview of Judges 

Chapters 3-16: Stories of the Judges 

Chapters 17-21: Stories of Chaotic Times 

 

PPT Cycles of Judges 

The book of Judges is about the spiritual decline of the Israelites and the results. There is 
a pattern or cycle in Judges: Read 2:6 – 19 

PPT The pattern: 

• Apostasy – the people “did evil in the sight of the Lord.”  
• Oppression – the Lord becomes angry and sends an oppressor. 
• Groaning – the people cry out to God 
• Deliverance – God sends a judge, a deliverer to save them 

The Judge would rule the people, and for the most part, get the people back to God. 
When the Judge died, the cycle started again.  

This cycle repeats 6 times in the book of Judges. Each cycle begins with “the Israelites 
did evil in the eyes of the Lord.” What happened after each cycle in terms of this evil? 
2:19  - the people returned to ways even more corrupt than before. The spiritual 
temperature of the nation kept dropping. Like a downward spiral. By the time you get to 
the end of the book, Israel is indistinguishable from the other nations. The call to be a 
light for God to other nations is gone.  
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PPT Here are your Judges. See if you have heard of any of them before: 

• Othniel (Caleb’s younger brother; served 40 peaceful years)  3:7 (read 7-11 as 
example of cycle) 

Read 3:11-12 – cycle begins again. 

• Ehud (served 80 peaceful years)  
Read 4:1 – cycle repeats 

• Deborah (They came to her for disputes; let them in war; she even has a song 
attributed to her – chapter 5; served 40 peaceful years). 

Read 6:1 – cycle repeats again 

• Gideon – ruled 40 peaceful years.  
o Talk about laying out of the fleece 6:36-40 

Read 10:6 – cycle begins again 

• Jephthah – led 6 years. His sad story: 11:29-31, 34-40 
o God prohibits child sacrifice: Jeremiah 32:35 

Read 13:1 – cycle begins again 

 

• Samson – he gets 4 chapters: 13- 16; led 20 years. N 
o No groaning in this cycle: the Israelites have become comfortable living 

with their enemies and their gods.) 
o Samson’s narrative is different: has birth narrative 
o Set aside as Nazarite  - set aside to serve God. They cannot eat anything 

from a grapevine, cut their hair, go near a corpse. What does Samson do? 
§ 14:5, 8 goes into a vineyard 
§ Touches a corpse (the lion) 14:8-9 
§ Later cuts his hair (Delilah) 

o Strength comes from God not his hair (14:6, 19) 
o 16:20 God had left him and he did not know it 
o Prayer 16:28-31 one of the few times he turns to God, yet prayer focused 

on himself.  
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End of book: 

Chapter 19 – review first half, start reading at 22 

Does this story remind you of anything? Sodom and Gomorrah. Apparently if you read 
the stories side by side in Hebrew, it is very similar. The author of Judges took great pains 
to relate this story to S and G.  

What happened to S and G? 

Answer: God destroyed the city and its inhabitants because of “how very grave their sin” 
Genesis 18:20). 

So, what is this author trying to tell us here?  

On the surface, this is a story about hospitality.  You need to understand that hospitality 
is very important in this culture. That is evident by the first half of this chapter. Actually, 
the father-in-law’s excessive insistence on his son-in-law to stay sounds strange to our 
ears, but his actions are not out of the ordinary.  

What it is meant to do is to give you a comparison to what happens later. When the man 
and his wife finally begin their journey back home, it is later in the day; night begins to 
fall and they must find a place to stay for the night. He decides not to go to the nearest 
town because it did not belong to the Israelites, so he decides to travel to the next 
nearest Israelite town. 

And what he finds is in stark contrast to his treatment at his father-in-law’s home. No 
one takes him in. The people of Gibeah refuse to grant a stranger hospitality. This is a 
social and customary offense in the Near East. The principle of courteous care for the 
traveler was very important. This is our first clue that something is wrong in this Jewish 
town. 

 

The next 2 chapters, the last two of Judges, is a series of out-of-control actions as Israel 
comes to terms with what has happened. You can read it later, but here it is in a 
nutshell: 

• Explain the tribes. Gibeah was in the tribe of Benjamin. 

• The rest of Israel gathers together to decide what to do: how to punish the tribe 
of Benjamin. 
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• Israel asks the tribe of Benjamin to hand over the men who committed the rape, 
but the tribe of Benjamin refuses and civil war breaks out in Israel. 

• The 11 tribes fighting the tribe of Benjamin lose 40, 000 men. The tribe of 
Benjamin sends 25, 000 men into battle and all are killed except for 600 men that 
flee into the wilderness.  

• The 11 tribes then go to the towns of the Benjaminites and kill all the women and 
children and burn the towns. 

This is just chapter 20. And you thinking: no wonder people don’t want to read the OT. 
But the author is telling us something is very wrong…and we can learn from this.  

Things get more bizarre in chapter 21: 

• When the smoke settles, Israel suddenly realizes that they have almost eliminated 
a part of themselves: the tribe of Benjamin.  

• They realized they really didn’t want to do that, but here is the problem: there are 
no women or wives to keep the tribe from extinction. The problem is each tribe 
had made a vow before the fighting that they would not give any of their own 
daughters in marriage to a Benjamite. So they need to find women for these 600 
men. 

• They find a loophole (we humans are good at that, aren’t we?).They discovered 
one town that did not come to the original assembly that made this vow. So, the 
women of this town could be given to the Benjamite men.  

• They went to the town, killed everyone except 400 virgins. These women were 
given to the Benjamite men. 

• Well, there is still a problem. 200 Benjamite men are without women. Now what? 

• Someone remembers a festival where young women come out to dance before 
God; so they decide to abduct these women while they are dancing.  
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Read 21:23-25 

PPT 21:25 one of the saddest statements in all of scripture. (also in 17:6) 

Amazing, the rape of an individual has multiplied into the rape of four hundred victims 
of war and two hundred innocent merry maidens.  Everyone did what was right in their 
own eyes. 

Judges is a story about a nation that measures themselves by themselves. They had 
given up on God’s standards for them. When we try to live independent of God, things 
that were once regarded as appalling are accepted as commonplace.  

Talk to me. What are you thinking? 

What can we do?  

What does this teach you about God? 

• If we walk away from God, we have no right to expect divine support. 
2:12, 14, 20 – God stops fighting for Israel. 

• God’s grace: However, God will not abandon us. God raises up judges and rescues 
them. 

• In spite of us, God will get his work done. The Judges were poor leaders, but God 
still used them.  

 

Favorite verse: not so much favorite, but heartbreaking. Judges 21:25 

This is Jewish history. Isn’t it amazing the honesty of that history. They do not cover up 
their sins. Talk about Marie going to Europe – they do not cover up the Hitler years. They 
want to learn from their history. Never again! Hopefully, Israel has reached that point.  

Next week: Ruth, a story that takes place during the time of Judges.  

 

 


